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August 4, 2009

ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SUBMITTAL OF BBNPP TURBINE
INFORMATION

BNP-2009-187
References:

Docket No. 52-039
1) M. Canova (NRC) to R. Sgarro (PPL Bell Bend, LLC), Bell Bend COLA - Request for
Information No. 22 (RAI No. 22) - CIB1 -2266, email dated June 5, 2009

2) M. Canova (NRC) to R. Sgarro (PPL Bell Bend, LLC), Bell Bend COLA

-

Request for

Information No. 29 (RAI No. 29) - CIB1 -2268, email dated June 5, 2009
3) BNP-2009-136, R. Sgarro (PPL, Bell Bend, LLC) to U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, "Submittal of BBNPP Turbine Information", dated July 9, 2009
The purpose of this letter is to provide a redacted version of the proprietary analysis that was provided in
the draft requests for additional information (Reference 1 and Reference 2). This analysis was provided to

the staff in Reference 3.
Enclosure 1 contains an affidavit attesting to the proprietary nature of the information redacted from the
Turbine Missile Analysis provided in Enclosure 2. ALSTOM requested the redacted information be

withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CER 2.390(a)(4)-Trade Secrets.
Enclosure 2 provides the redacted Alstom Power Inc., (ALSTOM) Turbine Missile Analysis. The full
version of this analysis was provided in Reference 3.

There are no new regulatory commitments in this correspondence.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the undersigned at 570.802.8102.
I declare underpenalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on August 4, 2009
Respectfully,

Rocco R. Sgar
RRS/kw

Enclosures: As stated

TM

August 4, 2009

cc:

BNP-2009-187

Mr. Samuel J. Collins
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415
Mr. Michael Canova
Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike, Mail Stop T7 E18
Rockville, MD 20852
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Enclosure 1
Affidavit Attesting to Proprietary Nature of the
ALSTOM Turbine Missile Analysis

Enclosure 1

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTh OF VIRGINIA

)

CITY OF kICHMOND

)

1-.

)ss.

My name is Stephen: Reinstein. tam th&Legal Counsel for the: Power Systerms
Turbomachines Group of ALSTOMPower Inc., ("Alstorn")ý and, as such, IaAM
authorizod to execute this Affidavit.

2,

I am f'amiliar with the •riteria applied by Alistomto determine .wheter certain
Alktom information is proprietary. I am familiar with thepo1icies established by
Alstomr

3'.

to, ensure the proper application, 0'f these criteria..

1 am famili'ar with Alstom information contained in all the~documentation
associated, with the Alstom Turbine Missile Analysis Reportý and referred to
herein as "Documentation.':' iinformatiobncontained in-this. Documentation has
been classified.byýAlstom as proplrietary in accordance with the policies
established by,Alstom for the 'control an4d protection of proprietary and
confidential information.

4.

This Documentatiotn contains information of a proprietary and confidential nature
and is the type, customarilyheld: in,confidence by AIstom and not-made",Vailable
to the public. Based-on' my experience, I am aware that other companies regard
information of the "kind contained 'in this Docuimentaionias. proprietary and
confidential.
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5.

In order,to satisfy'the request of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to beý
able 'to make available and release for public viewingza portionof therhas prdpared ýaredacted version of the Documentation
Documentation, Alstom
-which excludes the infortmation which Aisto•nmconsiders to:be'proprietaiy. This.
Version".
redacted version is designated on each page as "Non-Prpop-ietary
Aistomr is lhereby :releasing the redacted or noin-proprietary version of the
'Documentation!toý the U.S. Nuclear 'Regulatory 'Commission free of restrictions as
to it'spublication,

6.,

'The full, versionl of'the Documentationhas, however, been made~available to the
U.S. Nuclar'Regulator Commission in confidence with 1he request that the
informition contained in thefull version. of the Documentation be withheld from
public disclosure. The:request for withholding of proprietary, information is made

in acCordance wit•h 10 CFR '2.390. -The information for which withhdldifig&from
disclosure is'requested qualified under 10 CER 21390(a)(4) ý"Trade ýsecrets and
co.rnunercial. orfinoancial information."
7.

The' following.criteria are customarily applied by Al9tom' to. determine whether
informa.tion.houild be classified as proprietary:
(a)

The' information.revealsodetails of Alst'om,'s reseatrh and deyelopment
;plans: and. programs qr their results.,

(b)

The availabilityor use ofan such confidential design information to, or
would ptoVi'de&such competitor with ýa
'by a competitor of Al'stomw
isubstantial, improvement in the ability to make cormpetitilye proposals that
'reflect knowledge of Aistom design effectiveness that is not: otherwi se
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available, to the market, This; competitiVeiknowledge would alloW0such.
competitor to propose equipment performance with, agreater than.
otherwise possible 1knowledge of Alstom's expecte.d proposals, thereby
improving the competitol's? probabjilty of'selection aand contract award.
:(c)

The-informationindludes test data or analytical techniques concertfing a
process,:methodology, comporient, or, the detai1ed~test results: conducted!
on turbine: equipment supplied by Alstom, whichwould provide to: a,
knowledgeable reader,,ir4sights into.._e :effectiveness of indiVidual
elements of Alstom's designs, as well as in depthknowledge .of the actual
performance ohhe. complete equip-ment package, the application of which
results in. a competitive advantage for Alstoim.,

(d)ý

The information~reveals certain distinguishing aspects of a'process,
method0olgy; ot component,. the~exclusive use of which provides a,
competitive advantage for Alstom in product optimization or
marknetability. The use; by a.conmpe.itorof such information would be to.
thedetriment of-Alstom through the ioss,bf contract awards, future sales
and' future profits,. All such, information Is df great value to Alstonm in its
confinrious design improvement process to meet-the requirements .f a
Wompetitive marketplace.

(e)

The information is vital to a competitive advantage held byAlstom, would
be6helpujl to 'c6mpetitOrs to Alstom, and would likely., cause substantial
and irreparable harm'to -the competitive position of.Altom. The
information, is of the type Ofinformation that Alstom zealously pursues
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and defends as: confidential business Info6ration throupghthe use of highly
restrictive confildentifality agreeiients that are not time limited in their
;applicability.

The-information in. the, fiull version of the Documentationnis consideied
,proprie'tary for the reasons ýsdt forth*in paragaphs, 6(b), 6(c), 6(d) and 6(e): above.
8,

I•n accordance ýwith Aistomr's policies governing the protection and .contrOl; of
ihforatafion, proprietary information contained in -the full version of the
Documentationt

a beehamade available,, on a limited basis,, to others outside of

Alstom onily'as, required and under stringent agreements .providing for
nondisclosure and!limited use of the information.
9.

The foregoing statements are true and correct:to the best of my knowledge,
'information, and bellief.

Stephed Reirfsteini- Legal Counsel

Subscribed before me this-13th
dayof April, 2009.

T.
'NTARY'

'Andrea Woods

Notary Public

:

-My Commission Expires December 31, 2009
Commission No. 365754

'

"'

- -,

-

''
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FW: Revised LBDCR # BB-09-0262 (RAI 25 Q1 Response)
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FW: Revised LBDCR # BB-09-0262 (RAI 25 Q1 Response)
Yox, Michael J
Sent:

Wednesday, July 29, 2009 3:31 PM

To:

Kirkwood, Jon K

Attachments:

LBDCR # BB-09-0262.pdf (1 MB)

Ion,
I have read the revised LBDCR BB-09-0262 and have no problems with the changes. Please use this email to
document my approval of the LBDCR and the associated RAI response, which I had previously reviewed on the
PPL ftp website.
Let me know if you need anything further from me to complete processing of this RAI set.
Thanks,
Mike
Michael Yox
Director - Licensing

UniStar Nuclear Energy/Regulatory Affairs
410 474-8587
From: Woodring, Kathryn L [mailto:KFitzpatrick@pplweb.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2009 3:49 PM
To: Sgarro, Rocco; Yox, Michael J
Subject: Revised LBDCR # BB-09-0262 (RAI 25 Q1 Response)
Rocky / Mike,
Please see attached revised LBDCR # BB-09-0262. If you have any questions, please contact me or Jon
Kirkwood. Thank you.
Katie

Katie Fitzpatrick (Woodring)
Administrative Assistant
PPL Nuclear Development
38 Bomboy Lane, Suite 2
Berwick, PA 18603
(570) 802-5638

The information contained in this message is

intended only for the pel

confidential use of the recipient(s) named above.

If

the reader of thi

https://owa.constellation.com/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAADhx6OqStQnT4...
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Enclosure 2
Redacted ALSTOM Turbine Missile Analysis

Enclosure 22

Enclosure

ALSTOM
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UNISTAR PROJECT
TURBINE MISSILE ANALYSIS

This: report describes ALSTOM Powers method for the determinitiOn of,'the turbine' missile generation'
probability pT) for L7P ,(Low, Pressure), and HIP ý(High Intermediate Pressure) rotors in'nuclear power
plants.
The dominant mechanism is assumed to be stress corrosion cracking (SOGC).
The probability of a, rdtor failulre dute to SCC cbfists of the probability of cfack: initiatioh and the
,probability of crack growth: Up fo.the critical crack, size.
The ahalysis'cadPr~id butfor the UNISTAR ptelimihaiy de'sigh of the LP and HIP rotors, shows a'very
favorable low probability of missile generation. The main reasonsare:
AL9STOM Power have not ex'perienced any' cacks in any rotor, o welded construction in tfhe
relevant radial-axial plane where they might 'have the potential -to develop and release a
mnissile
0 Use of rotormaterdalwithia high resistance toS6C initiation-and growth
.M Low'stresses;atlthe locations,whereSCC cracks could!initiate.
Forthe LP and HIP rotors, the cumulative. probability. of missile generation over the time has: been
'computed considering the: ",worst"'maerial prpperties in the acceptance bandI (i.e'. highest Rpo. 2(68°F)
-102 ksi foi LP rotors and 107 ksi ,for HIP rotor) and the unfavorably orientation of plant layout (i.e.
the, NOR value of li.E'5 ' hasAto be,considered as rminimum limit for missile generation probability); It
resulted' that the maximum 'inspection interval that corresponds to the NRC specified probability, is
i8.. years for the ýLP rdtors: and 21.3 years for the HIP rotor- 'Considering instead', the recoiniended
rotor inspection interval equal to 10 years of-operation, the. cumulative missile,!generation probability is
1:OEa~ndQ.9.E7 respectively for-the 'P and HIP rotors.
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Summary of requirements of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 'Commission (NRC)

3.1
Introduction
The primary safety objective of'the NRC isthe .peventioh, of unadceptable'dosesýt6 the publicifronm the
ireleases :of radioactive contaminarnts that could be caused: by damage to plant safety-related
.structures, systems.and components resulting from missile-generating turbine failures.
312
'Criteria that must be met to Demonstrate:Compliance with Regulations
.According to General Design Criterin 4 ,of Appendix A to 10 Code: of Federal Regulatiions Part 5.O,
!nuclear-power plant structures, systems and components important to safety shall be, appropriately
protectedagainst dynamic effects, incl udingthe :effects;of missiles.
Failu6res ofthe large ,steam turbines of the- main turbine generator have, thei potential :for ejecting large
high-energy, missiles that can damage plant structures,, systems and components. The, overall safety
objective is to ensure that, structiires, Systenis and components important to safety are ,adequately
protected'from
-PpteIrtial turbine missiles.
The probability of unacceptable damage resulting from turbine missiles (P4). is..expressed as the
product of:
P1:
1 the probability of turbine failure: resulting, 'in 'the ejection of turbine ;rotor (or rinternal
s tructure) fragments through the tu rbine casing;
P2' the 'probability of ejbcted missiles peiforatihg intervening :barriers and 'striking safety.
related structuresir systems or components;
P3: the probability of struck structu res, systerms: or,components failihg to perforin:thbir safety
Jfunction.
According to! NRC guidelines stated in Section 3.5:1.3 of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG0'68O0);
and Regulatoy Guide, 1.115, the probability of unacceptable, damage fqrom turbine'missiles shou .be
less than or equal to~about 1 chance in 10'milliOn per,yeair'for~a individual turbine unbt that
P4 = P1 xP2 x P3S 1i'ý0per unit per year.
3.3
Procedure for Demonstrating
I.CompIancewith Regulations
The present approach places on the applicant: the responsibility fordemonstrating and maintaining
NRC-specified turbine reliability by -appropriate, in-service inspection, and testing throughout plant life:
The applicant show 'capability to 'have volumetric (ultrasonic) examinations pbeiformed' Which are
:suitable'for in-service inspection of'turbirne disks and' shaft and to provide reports for NRC review and
approval which .detcribe his methods for, determining tufbine' missile: generation probabilities.
Because of the: uncertainties- involved' in: calculating 1P2, the NRC condluded that P2 analyses are "Ball
Park" or "order of magnitude" only. On the basis of 'simple estimates for ;a'variety ofP ant layouts, the
.staff further concluded that the_ 'strike' and damage probability .product can be reason.ably taken: to fall
:in a characteristic narrow .range which; is, dependent; on the. gross features Of turbinie generator
orie~ntation,
" For favorably'orienteid turbine'generators, P2x P3,tend to lie in the range 1'0' 4 to 10'.
"
For unfavorablyoriented turbine' generators; P2 x P3'tend to lie inthe range i0. to 10'.
.For these, reasons i(and because' of 'inadequate data, controversial assumptions; and, modeling
.difficulties) in the evaluation of: P4', the NRC gives 'credit for, the product :6f, the strike and damage
'probabilities (P2 x Pk3)'of.,i07 for a favorably oriented plant layout and 10' for an unfavorably oriented
plant layout anhd does not~encourage calculations of them.
The NRGC safety objective with regard t• turbine missiles, s expr'essed in'terms of two sets of criteria;
.applied to the missile generation probability (P1),. see Table 1.
Onewset of-citeria isito be applied to favorablyoriented turbines,'and.th'eoth'ereis tobe applied to
unfavorably oriented turbines,
Turbine
aiihufacturers have to prepare reports: describing theit methods, and procedures for
calculating turbine riiissile generation probabilities (P1) for'review.and'acceptance by the NRG&
,Following the submittal of such repofts t'o the NRC for review and, approval, the manufacturer Will.
provide applicants1 and licenseea'with'tables- of missile' generation probabilities'versus time'(in-service:
volUfmietric disk, inspection interval for design speed failure6 andin-service valve testing interval for
destructive over 'speed failure) for their particular turbines% which are then'Vto' be used. to dstablish
inspection' and test schedules~which meet: NRC safety objectives.
o ALShp M Oe•..w7tIA
rtyht..rezrinvd. Intorminaion
contained in this document is prov.ided thout iaility
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This; report considers possiblel failure*modes; at rated speed and at design overspeed. It has" to b4
pointed but that the probability of failure atf gross overspeed (6nd thus at destructive overspeed) is
largely, dictatedý by I he!probability of reaching ,gross overspeed, which is function.of the ,governing and
protection system. This 'is dealt within Chapter 4 of the pteseiht dbcu-ment.
:Case
:A
B

Probability [ per-unit year ._
:Favorably
Unfavorably.
oriented'turbine, oriented turbine
P1<10"'
PI<1t0"5
.__..
.. .
.. ....
...
..
10-i<P1<.10•
!0'<P10<10"'

•C

10-4<P1<10 '

D

10"<P1:

Recommended licensee action

This is.the general,, mininium reliability reqUiremelnt for
loading the turbine and bringing the system ,on line.
If this condition is reached' during .operati6nhthe
turbine' may be kept in service until the next sGhedule
outage, at'which Atime the 'licensee must take action 'to
A criterion.,before
reduce
uappropriate,
P• to meet 'the
.
.. .....________
returning the turbineltoservice.
10"F<P1<1O-4
If this condition is reached during operation,, the
qturine is: to be' isolated from the steam supply Within
60'days, ,at,which time the licensee is to take action to
reduce P1 to meet the appropriate A criterion before
returning the tuibinelto service.
10•<Pi
If this condition is reached at any time during
opet-ation, the turbine must be isolated'from'the. steam
supply within 6 days, at which time, the licensee must
take 'action to reduce P-1 to, meet' the appropriate. A'
criterion before returning'theiturbine toiseNice.

Table 1: Turbihe System Reliability Criteria
,4

Governing and overspeed protection systemffs

4.41

Description of the governing and overspeed protection systems
Tqhe
probabit.tof 'readlhing de•tdtive overspeed, i.e. the probability of releasing: a missile, is largely
:dictated by'the probability to 'have afailure of 'the governing andoverspeed paotectihsystem. Thu,!,
the shaft-line, overspeed risk is the most importarit event taken into account in the'turbine, governing
and protection strategy.
Following topics.are' safety; oriented to match a probability: of reaching an overspeed higher than 120%
'of,the: rated speed, 'better than '5x10..per year:
w' Valve design:
o Two independent valves,. in' serees, oh eachi steamr inlet.
.o Steam, inlet:valve designed in order to reduce~the efforts and avoid jamming risk.
6 Fail' safe* hydraulic actuators closingby mechanical spring.
o Valve full stroke tests performed:monthly.
o .Speedgo emor design
o Speed'governor reliability based on; a, duty stand-by controller and 3 speed sensors.
o
Speedigoyernoris acting Wn&the'goVerning va ves.
o Speed sensor supervision.
o Speed limiterat 1.'07 0/0, within goveni ng systeni.
o Acceleration limriter and power unbalance function, within governing'systemr.
* Protection system design.:
o Independent protection system, failsafe, acting on.all thestaifn inletivalves.
"

o
O

Triple, redundant overspeed protection with SIL3 certification, according to IEC61508
standard.
"Firstand second overspeed protectidns made with different~technologies.
Protection system action and tripping capability test, performed daily, in an autbmatic

.way.
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Reverse power relay:
a
Reverse poWer rela'y Used to keep, :the ,circuit breaker :closed,, as ýlong as the
mechanical power is not cancelled.

0

4.2

Recommended
protection

periodic
.tests

!in relation with governing system, and overspeed

412.1 Overspeed protection :system,
The probability to have a failure: of the governing :and overspeed protection! system 'is linked 'to the; in.service inspections and exercising interva s'.
The•reb Omtmended inspection ,and exercising of turbine valves and protection system are
At eacbhrefueling, (does not require any dismantlihg)
,o HP stop valvetightness tested.
.o Valve and :servomotor assembly behavior checked 'travel time stroke 'and' travel:

effort.

o

.

:-, Hydraulic protection circuit functional tested.
During each, refueling, one of the valves is inspected
o. Visual 'and sufface examinations (seats, sterns and internal, part of the HP valves,
bearings and seaiings'of the: 1P vajies)..
On load tests :.
0
Overspeed system and Hydraulic trip: block tested daily ý(in an automatic way).,
,aý Valvesfull stroke test :,monthly for each' valve (it.is recommended that 'this test will be
preceded by a. limitation at 97% load in order, to antibioate this load reduction
'asociated with one Valve closing).
a
Extraction non-return' valve : powerclosing assistance. checked.

4..??2
ROtor couplings
Since a rupture of the 'couplings' between 'the, turbine, rotors participates in' the probability ýof reaching,
destructive overspeed,, the' coupling bodies and coupling bol s are ienspeced: during ea6h full
maintenan'eoverhadl, iie., about every. 10 years.
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Description of ALSTOM Power welded rotors

5.1
Welded Rotor Design
The: rotor design used byALSTOM Power for large LP- (Low Pressure): and HIP (High Intermediate,
Perssuie)'f otb:S is thewelded type: 9 weIdsjfor:the LP rotor and.3.welds for .he HIP rotor (HP in .one
,forged part and IP iin 3' forged parts).. Figure 1 shows a cross section of a LP rbtor. Figure 2 shows a.
croS. sedi' ofa jHIP
rotor.

Figure 1:: Crossvsection-of thewelided LP rotor for UNISTARi
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Figureb2 C:ross"section of thevwelded HIP rotor fortUNISTAR
A rotor consists of, separate relatiVely small forgings welded together to form the complete r6ftbi. The
welds are positione.d at .the,circumference and areof
•submerged; arc'type.
The main design features with respect to .the turbine missile geheration probability of:the welded, iot60
are
9 Low, stress• levels which allows the use ofl.ow'yield strength material with high stress corrosion
resistance.
W No shrink fits, no ýkey-ways and no central bore.
i 'Th-e :small forgings used are easy to forge and achieve: homogenous material; properties
throjugh6it the tbt0r
The smallforgings used permit high resolution during ultrasonic inspection to be achieved.
a
The 'welding procedure provides an 'inert gas atmbsoher'e inside the -c6avifies and around the
center of 'the discs, where the net stresses are highest during' operation, The cavities. are
closed afteir thel'weldihg procedurte tb.prevent ahnyste'arh exposure.

5.2
Description of Rotor Materials
The materials employed ,for the, UNIST1AR LP; and HIP rotors are low, "a!loy NiCrMo steels,, in
adcordancewith the following ALSTOM Power-material delivery instructions::
* LP rotors: SBVMF1 009 ALST'OM Powerdesignation B65AS:- see Appendix .I of this documebt
* HIP roto t SBVMF1023 - LSTOM
0 Power designation STM528, see Appendix .2 of this
document.
The: grade, of STM528 is, similar to ASTM 471-05. class 2' vacuum 'treated alloy, steel for forgings of
tuibine r"otor' diIscs and wheels. T"he steel, B65AS is e qui•,alent to the other ALSTOM ;Power steel
designed St565S, and is differing' mainly from STM528 byr lower Nil content. These! steels were
developed for good'weldability and were introduced in.welded rotor design in 1967 for'B65AS and
1986*for STM528S;
Table 2 summariZes the mechanical properties, of the .LP and 'HIP rotor materials.
Itsmust, be pointed out here that, research by ALSTOM Power clearly shows that the yield ,strength of
the material is' one •of the ;key factors in SC- iinitiation ýand' grow.th,. The higherý the yield 'strength, the,
lower6the resistanrce ;toSCC initiation andthe higher the growth rate.
Material dati
.:B65AS
STM528
Ultimate tensile strength Rm(20 -C)
Min, 735 MPa
Min 720 'MPa
0
Oltianate tensile strength Rm(68 F)
Min,107 ksi .Min
104'ksi'
Yield strength .Re(20"C),
635435 MPa
600-700 MPa
Yield strengthRe(68 *,F)
92-1 07ksi
87102 ksi
Table 2 : Rotor materials properties
-
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The absorbed ,impact energy at. room. temperature is specified to b0e hIigher than 81j (see Appendix 1
.andi2). The fracture 7appearance transition temperature FATT50 and .the fracture toughhess :(KIC) are
determined as ;indicated in Appendix, 3. Hence the minimum possible: fracture toughness KIC ýat 200C
(6"80F) equalsilC(B&L)a't FATT5, i.e. 160 ksi'in for theLP rotors and 155*ksi•in for the HIP rotor.
Description of TempperatUre. ahd 'Stress DistributiOn in UNISTAR LP-Rotor*
.563
[Proprietary.]
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Descriptibn oýf Stiress, Distribution in UNISTAR HIP-Rotor
[,Proprietary]

Operating experience, with welded LP rotort In. nuclear power plants
6
The first.turbine 1generator in a nuclear power plant with welded LP rotors.weht into, se vice in 1.965. AAt'
the end of' 2004 thfiereweere 277 ALSTOM Power welded LP ,rotors in operation in nuclear power
plants. To. date there have been no reports of rotor failures. and no inrdicatibns of stress corrosion
where they could. extend to release ra. missile: The average:
cracking .in the relevarif radial-axial panev
operating hours of welded LP rotors; which have: been in. sevi.e for Mdore than 3:years, is greater than

90'000 hours.
.7
Hypothetical failure modes of welded LIP rotors
As described in 6. there have been no failures of ALSTOM Power welded LP. rotors' in nuclear power
hpahits upotb h6w. Therefore the discussion of failure modes is pu-rely hypothetidal,
Based on: the, experience of stress-corrosion cracking (SCO) in LP rotors of the shrunk on :disc design,
failures d'ue to thisltype of'crad.king wilI bediscussed as well as failures dre to,brittle'fracture.
7.1t,

FailUrOModes due to Stresis PCorros ioh tCracking.

7.1:.1
:Stress crfrrsion cracktgroWth rate
Str6ess cdrbosidh crackingg in LP iotors is'rmost likelyto occur in the early wet stages•, e the., region just
after the. Wilson-Line. As a conservative ýassumption, it "is assumed that a .stress corrosion crack, can
.initiate not, ly in this areabut also in every HP stages.
The propagation rate df sýress, orrosion cracks in steam turbine rotor steels depends .on the applied
stress intensity. An example:for'a similar material'is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Effect of stress Intensity and yield strength on crack growth rate
At very low stress intensities, close to the threshold stress intensity KISCC, cracks grow slowly i.e.
slower than 10.11 m/sec. As the stress intensity increases from KISCC the stress corrosion crack
growth rate increases until a plateau is reached where the crack growth rate no longer depends on the
stress Intensity over a wide range of stress intensity. This "plateau" crack growth rate depends on
various influences, for example on the yield strength of the steel. At higher stress intensities, a further
acceleration of stress corrosion cracks growth is observed, but this is not well documented. Available
stress corrosion crack growth data Indicates that the plateau range extends to at least KI = 100 ksiqin.
With respect to possible failure modes, this means that once a crack is initiated It will grow in a stable
manner until the crack size reaches a value corresponding to at least 100 ksl/in.
7.1.2 Disc failure mode
In the case of a welded rotor, a crack with the potential to release missiles must develop in an axialradial plane. The maximum principal stress, which is the crack driving stress, is the circumferential
stress (see Figure 4).

Stbe rck Growt
Figure 4: Hypothetical failure mode of welded LP-rotor due to SCC
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7.'1.3

Cracikg withbUt.potential;to release missile:outside the casings
[ Proprietarýy

7:1.4

Cracks with potential to release missle outside-the casingst
;[ Proprietary ]

7:2
Failure Modes dub to Brittle Fracture
A :failure as a result of a'briftle fracturerin a LP or HIP rotor may occur during a cold start o a.n
:unforeseen overvspeed. The prerequisite of such an, event is an existing flaw or crack inside the rotor
reaching the critical!crack size during operation.
,ALSTOM Power, assures by stringent requifemednts onthe conrditions .of forgings for welded .rotors that
the. discs do not have preexisting flaws or inclusions of unacceptable size (see Delivery Instruction
ETL-EP-MAT 07-005 in Appendix 4);.
As mentioned in '5.2, thefractureý toughness of the LP and HIP rotor materials, are at.least respectively
1.60, ksi 4in and 1,55' ksi~in ata'temperature of.20*C. Agdordiff§g6 .NRC re4direments, the ratio between
fracture tougghness andthe maximumrcircumferential stress.at, design over speed (120% of the normal
operatihg speed)-shall exceed the value 24in. The •raximuirn stress irn the LP rotor amountsto:
[fP,r(o0rietaty]
From 'these. facts it can ,be :concluded that a failure due to cyclic loading and brittle fracture is much
more unlikely, than!afailure due to SCC.,
8

ALSTOM Powerr
method for calculating turbine missile generation probability

(P1)

The 'missile generation probability of a turbine (P 1). consists of -two factors:
" P1' 'the:probabilityof. rotor failure producing an internal turbine missile.
oP1" : the: pr~obabiity that this' interal missile penrefratis. the casings 'and is ejected from the
turbine.
Summarizing .: P1 P1'xPlPI"
The prbbability. PV-' can be determinedl by means of fracture mechanics,, considering 'asý probabilistic.
quantities the variables ýinvolved in thei evaluation such as, critical crack, sizes, crack growth rates,
stresses and temperatures. These' properties and details are Well documented in the case of turbine,
rotors.
The procedures' for estimating P1" are'not.'as sophisticated as the procedures for calculating P1': The
usual method is, to compare: the kinetic energy of'a potential internal turbine missile with
the energy
0 or P-1"
necessary to perforatethe turbine ýcasing."The result of'such an estimation Will. beeithet.Pi
= 1:0.
ALSTOM Power conservatiVely assUhems P1" to be 'equal to 6!he (1.0). •This Ifieans the turbine, missile'
generation: probability equals.the internal turbine missile generation probability :P-I =- P1' (for both LP
and HIP modules);
8.1
Method for Calculati-ng Turbine Miss ile.Generatin Probability (P1) due to SCC
According~tothe present knowledge~on SCC phenomena, three ranges have to:be distinguished:
Crack iniliatin ,or Incubation Phase: i,t isic6mmonly accepted that a threshold value KISCC.
(1)
exists. Ifthe stress intensityXKI is below-this threshold, SCC is not expected.
(2?)
Constant Crack Growth: Rate • if the stress intensity KI exceeds7the threshold value KISC.C. the;
crack growth rate remains constant on a~certain plateau-value f.0rquite. a' large, range of R'I.
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Accelerated Crack Growth Rate, Critical Crack Size`. if KI exceeds a certain amount, the
(3)
assumption •of'a .constant ý'Oateau-value is no. longer valid. Available ,data indicate that the plateau
rangeextends to at least 100 ksiin, see also Figure 3.
ltshould be: pointed ' out th-ait this'value is lower than the minimum specified .fradture toughness of.the
'UNISTAR LP,-and HIP. rotor forgings (KIC: =155 k6Mii), see' 5 2).
.lin Order to obtain results, lying on thesafe side, ALSTOM Poweriusegsthe plateau lin it value KIP: = 100
ksi'in for the determination of'the critical: cracksizes, i.e. the calculation isý stopped when the crack
growth reaches the end ofthe plateau.
As a conservative assumption, it,wil be considered that an SCC crack could appear:in any blade pin'operating in wet steam, i.e. discs! 2 and 3 of LP rotor and all the HP. discs of the HIP
root 'attachment
rotor.
The probab•lity of'generating a: missile (P13)under the conservatiive: 5ssurnltion P1 = P1% which was
explained previously, is cdmputed as:a function oftimewas'follows•
N
P"(T)..= 'j p/(T) .-q, ,validfo •p- "'q+.;;40 '1 Eq A1
it=1.

Where,:
Nu-mber ofdiscs in the. urt, susceptible to SCC initiation
N
T
Timeý in operating:years,
Probability of'missile generation in. an individual disc.
'p(0)
Probability.of crack initiation in ani individual disc.
qi
Due 'bt the factlthatfthe ALSTOM LP rotorsin:a'unit'have the same'design and any cracklwill initiate at
the same location, Eq 1 can be rewrittenas:
PJ(T)=,.N.p(T),.q E12
where N
= Number of LP'flows inithe-case of the. LP discs
N
=1. in the caseof the.HP:discs;
IN
8A.1

Probability of Crack Initiation, q
['Proprietary,]

8.1.2'

Probability of'Missile Generation ofanIndividual dis-c, 1 ý()
['Proprieary ]

CrticalCrck'Size ac.
8.1:.2.1
The~critical crack sizeac for a, semi-elliptical surface crack is given by:
inr:] Eq: 3'
. I 2
a,,

=,GI.

Where':
G
KIC.

Flaw geometry factor
Fracture toughness

Operational net stress at nominal' speed'
Generally G, IKIC and a. areiý uniformly distijbuted 'varables. 'With respect' to this, the following
'assumptions are 'made:
&y

rFlaw"Geometry'Factor'G
8.1.2-2
G is a uniformly distributed variable: ranging from '1.0 to 1.5. Hence, the mi-ea-n is G
,standard deviation is SG = 0.144.
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Fract-ureToughness&KIC
.1;2;3
The plateau values of'the constant crack growth ýrate are only established properly to6an .upper limit of
stress intensity KIP = 100 ksi•in.'The available tst 4'results: are rin.t sufficient, to perform a statistical
analysis With -e§pectto the scattering of this plateau limit.
Laboratory tests performed' by.ALSTOM Power indicate- that'the assumed limit KIP = !I:0 ksi•in is a
reasohable conservative value. Furthermore, -it is considerably lowerthan the, minimum fracture
IP rotors (respectively 160 ksihin and 155, ksilin).
toughness of the UNISTAR LP ,and 1H
Forthese reasons, 'the conservative.valueof KIP =-100.ksi•iin istaken as a constant'and not a random
variable.
8.4.2.4

OperationalNet `Stress
[Proprietary ]

The influence ofldesign: over speed is not taken into consideration; because thM-e eents are'very few
can bei neglected.and have a shott duraitioih, so that the effect, n 'crack propagation from SCC
Method, a
Due to the fact that all stresses and temperattres are calculated by the Finite Element
relative standard'deviation S.Ia'= +!5 % isrealistic, and qa'is assumed to be normal distributed.
5
A8. 1.2

'[Proprietary']
(Proprietary']

Distnbution of.Sac
8.;1 .26
The distribution of' ac;is c.aculated by means of Equation 8 and according to 'the! distribution of its
parameters 'G and a.
8.1.3 Computer Code'
The procedure described above was: computerized by ALSTOM Power
The program calculates the probabilityfor~an individual LP flow p(T), and generates a plot showing the
totalprobability P1(T),according to Eq :3 for a given,turbine generator versus operating years
8.1.4. Overspeed'
The critica ctadk' -ize wasddetermined with the nominal operating stress and a fracture toughness of
KIC =-KIP = 100 ks[.lin.
The risk of rotor fracture it design over' speed is •incorporated within the risk of fracture at normal
speed. This is the: result of-considerable conservati'rsm in'the, ass6ssment, of risk of-fracture at. normal
speed. As:.discussed in 7.1, it is well established that the' rate 6f stress ,orrosi'on crack: grolW• is:
insensiti've to :the crack stress, intensity- and hence, under constant stress, is insensitive' to crack. size.
:But this only applies up to a certain leveli of stress intensity, beyodd Which crack growth accelerates. It
is a convenient simplificationto assumethat crack`growth at normal rotor speed continues at a:uniform
rate until it reaches, the point of acceleration;, at a stress intensityof, 100 ksiqh, where after it is very
.conservatively assumed to progresS at stch:a rapid rate as to lead amosti mmediateiy to fracture
it: follows that 'nly cracks ,growing at normal rotor speed to stressý intensities: lower than 100 ksi'in
could be the; cause6f fractdre at ovrspeed.
For a' design' overspeed of e.g. .120% of normal speed, the crack. stress intensity' of 100 ksi'lin at
144•ksi-/in,, which is lower than the lowest 'specified fracture
:normal ýspeed' rises to' 1,20,•f00, ksiin'-=
toughness UNISTAR LP and HiP rtor forgings (respectiveiy 160 ksi'/nhand 155 ksin)-. therefore any
crack ?that. might possibly lead to fracture at design over speed! has already' been. conservatively
assumedlo, cause:fracture at, normal speed., and must' not be-counted; a; second time' in the evaluation'
of firacture 'probabi•ity.
In case, the LP rotor will' reach burst-speed (i.e._., 150%), it: will burst irrespective of whether cracks
de~veoped within it. Thus the: probability of, missiler release ýat: burst speed is equal to,
have preViously
p
'the probability of the burst speed' occurring. Burst speed,, owing to.,failure of the control & protection
-system and leading:to rotor bursting has not beenmcomputed..
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Determination of Inspection Intervals
8.2
The maximum allowable inspection intervals are determined by evaluating the results for the turbine
missile generation probability P1 (T)for the individual turbine generator.
According to the NRC requirements given in 3.3, the limit for PI(T) will be either 104 for favorably
oriented plants or 105 for unfavorably oriented plants. For UNISTAR the unfavorably oriented plant will
be considered and therefore a limit of 105 applies.
In the inspection and overhaul plans, ALSTOM Power recommends major rotor inspection intervals of
10 years for plants that are maintained in accordance with the typical recommended procedures
provided in Figure 5 (note that this procedure has to be adapted to the refueling schedule for
UNISTAR).
Aim of the analysis is to demonstrate that the risk of missile generation due to stress corrosion
cracking is completely covered by the usual inspection programs and no additional measures have to
be introduced to meet the NRC missile probability limit.
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LP1 module
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LP3 module
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LP modulel[2 IPartial maintenance overhaul to check last blades and rubber 0 rings

[

RFirst Contractual Overhaul

SPartial Overhaul
Maintenance during Refueling
J10 years Global Maintenance

Figure 5: Recommendations for Inspection Intervals of large turbine generators
8.3

Recommended Rotor Inspection
[ Proprietary]

The recommended inspection requirements for LP rotors during major overhauls ensures that any
indications of SCC will be detected. The inspection includes a thorough visual inspection for erosion
and corrosion and magnetic particle examination at selected areas to detect any cracking at the rotor
surfaces. In the very unlikely event of surface indications being detected, additional ultrasonic
examinations will be performed.
A complete volumetric ultrasonic inspection for SCC is not necessary in the case of welded rotors.
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9

Results for UNISTAR Rotors

9.1

Program Input for CP rotor

9.1.1

Critical Crack Size ac

Page:1i5/17

:1Proprietary ]
9:1.2

'Crack .Growth Rate r
[Proprietary ]

9.1.3

CrackInitiation q and number of Individual Flows N
[Proprietary,]

9,2

Program Input'for the HIP- rotor

9.2.1

Critical Crack'Size acý
[Proprietary ]

9.21.2 Crack Gr0wth Rateor
Mean value r (see 8:T.12,! Erreur I Source~dlu renvol introuvable.)
(see8:1:2.1)-.
Sir.= 0.587
(see 18,•12.1)the mean temperature in, the discs was considered to compute the
Tc
'crack growth rate.
9.2:3

Material Proof Strength
A WbrFst cafse Missile Analysis was carried Out for UNISTARý HIP rotors, Which; is based on the'
maximum proof strength specified for, the material forgings where SCC could occur (Le.
0
MP.a;, 102, ksi).
PF)70 -.
p0 (_68

9:2.4

Crack-Initiation q and number of Individual Flows N

[ Propridttfty]
UNISTAR Input Variables, Program Output and Inspection intervals for LP rotor
9.3
The input vaiables for the worst cas'e .hich: is thWe disc 23, of the LP ot'6r&' of" UNMSTAR ard
summarized, in Table 3.
[iPropr[ietary]
Table 3 : Input'data for the 'Missile Analysis Program'
As a result~of thelcomputation; the cumulative probabilitVy(P1) i plotted versus service life, (yearsy). for
the disc:3LP and for N = 6. As UNISTAR LP rotors could be unfavorably oriented, ie5 figore has to
be~taken as: minimum limit (see 3.3, Tablei 1).
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Figure, 6: LP rotor of UNISTAR: !Probabil!W: P1 (T) vs; time (years),,3LP discs
With ,the same process as for the 3LP,. the cumulative i5tbbabiity-:(P1), is plotted Versus service life
(years),fotthe disc 2LP and for N'" 6&Furthermore, the sum of P1(T) for21LP and.3LP is plotted;.
[,Proprietaryý]
Figure 7 : LP rotor,0f UNISTAR: Probability P1(T),vs. trinb (years), 2 &3 LPdiscs;
As shown iin Figure 7, 18.•1 years ist the maximum inspection interval for UNISTAR LP. rotors thatý
corresponds to:the NRC specified probability, of 10". Th6mrhaxim•itn inspection intervalI associated'with
a prbbability bf i0 tis32.8 year. When considering 10 yearsý of operation instead of probability. of 10O
or •10"5, the cumulative missile generationp;Probability lis 1.0E
UNISTAR.- Program Output and Inspection intervals for HIP' riotOr,
91.4
As a ;resuft 6of the computation, the: cumulative probability (P1) is plotted versus service life (years) for
all the individual HP discs from 1HJi-0o 8HP. Furthermore, the sum of Pl(T) for 1IHP to 8HP is. plotted.
As UNISTAR HIP rotors could be unfavorab!y ýorinted. 10O5 figure has to be taken; as minimum limit
r(see 3.•3, table 1).
[Proprietary ]
Figure 8t: HIP rotor f UNNISTAR : Probability P1 (T)'vs.'time (years), I to'8HP discs
As shown in ,Figure 8, 21.3 yeas is the maximum inspection interval for UNISTAR HIP rotors that
corresponds to the NRC- specified probability of io'. the maximum inspection interval associated With
apFobabilityodf 10-4 is 34.;5years,:When Considerhhg; 10 years ofioperation instead of probability of 10"1
or 10 , the cumulative missilegeneration probability is 0*,9E•-.
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Rotor, forgings in Br6A-S for nuclear'steam turbine:

1. Scope
The 7present instruction applies'to forged pieces for turbine; rotors made!'bf B65A-S. This instruction'
s.ummarizesi the requirements concernirng mechanical properties of rotor forgings specified in thef delivery tpstruction, SBV MFIOO9.
If the valueý in the delivery instruction 9BV M1 009: deviates ,from 'the, values indicated, ýin the. present, instruction, the requirements of the, latteriwillapply.

2, Tests
The followingirequirements, as stated ihnthe delivery instruction SBV MF1009, must~be verified::
2.1 Tensile properties at room temperature
Each welded rotor conslsts, of several shaft parts (forgings); The requested yield andi tensile! strength
values are specified hereafferl:
(ksi)

MPa,
Rm

tUltimate tensile strength

Ž 735,

Re;

Yield strength -or 0,2%/.o proof strength

635 -'735

(Ž'1066)

(92

-

106,6)

2.2 Notched - bar impact test at room temperature (minimum operating temperature)

J
AKV (ISO-V)

(ftlb)'
(Ž60)
281

2.3To.ughness determination
2.3.1;

FATT 50

The FATT' 50 yalue ishall be determined according toA STM A 370 The determined
be higher than -18°0 C-(00 F),

50 shall ,not
TFA'T

Ce document; propfrit6 exclusive de'notreSoci~t(&est strictementrcornfidentiel l1ne peut .tre~communiqu6, copi6 oureproduit sars son autorisation 6crite. ©.ALSTOM 2007
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Fracture toughness at. room temperature

plan., The Kt1c value, shall be estiThis' examination -has only to be performed !ifreqUested in the U&T
from, the outer test rinig usiig 'the
specimens
V
mated from tangential oriented tensile and CharpyVBegley and Logsdon mfthbd, (aicord-ing: to instructio.n HZLM 620206). The estimated Kjc vbIUe is for'
information onlyý.
2.4 other requirements
Fr .the other requirements the materialý delivery instruction SBV MF1009 shall apply.. The tests shall be
carried out according to the instructions SBV MF2002 and SBV Mr2004.

3. Documentation
The- requested test valules 2.1 to 2.32 must be stated in the "testcertificate.

4. Reference documents
'SBV MFI1009,

Material specification. B 65 AýS steel

SBV MF2002

Product general technical specification lon-alloy steilforgings for components of
welded rotors for steam 'turbines

SBV`MF2004

Particular technical specification of part - Low-alloy steel forgings. for components of welded rotors for-steam turbines
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Rotor forgings in STMI 528 for nuclear steam turbine

'1
Scope
The present instruction, applies, to forged pieces for, turbine rotQrs made of. STM' 528. This instruction
summarizes the !requirements concerning 'mrechanical properties, of rotor forgings specified in thedelivery instruc.tion SBV MF1023.
If'the value in the delivery instruction S8V M1'023 deviates from the values ind.cated in the present instruction', the requirements of'the latter will apply.

2. Tpests
The follolwinfg reqUirements, as stated in thedelivery instruction SBV MF1 023, must be verified:
2.1 TensIle properties at room temperature
EEach welded rotor consists, of 'several shaft, parts I(forgings):, The requested yield 'and tensile strength;
-values obtained after'post'welding heat treatment are, specified ;hereafter:
......
Rm

Ultimate:tensile strength

)Re

'Yield strength or 0,2% proof
. ..ength,

2.2 Notched - impact test at rOom temperh

(ksi)

__MPa

"720

(> 104,2)

ature (minimum operating temperature),

The followi-ng yalues shal! be verified after post-welding heat treatment:
I...AKV (iSO-•V)I

.

transversal

.J

Ž.81,

(ftlb)

(._60)

2.3• Totighness determination
2.3.,

FATT 50

The FATTl50 value shall be d'eterm ined according to ASTM A,370. The, determined FATT 50 shall not
bel!higherlthan -30 0 C (-22'T)..
,Co'document, propriit6exclusive de notre Soci&t;,est strictementconfi~dentil Ii ne peut•tre comrnmuniquo, copio ou reproduit sans'sonrauton.satiotn #ite. @AL:STOM 2007
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Fracture toughness at room temperature

'has only to' beý performed if requested i• the i&.T, plan. The K c0 value shall be estiThJ;i e-xamination
mated from tangential oriented tensile and Charpy -'V specimens from the outer tes~t ing using •the
Begley and Logsdon method (according to instructio 'HZLM 620206). The-estimated Kic value is for
information only,
2.4 Other requirements
For the other requirements the, material delivery instruction SBV MF1023:shall'apply. The tests shall be
carried out according to~the instructions SBV MF2004, SBVMF2002', SBV MF200.I and' SBV MF20,05.

3. Documentation
The requested test vaiues'2.1 to2.32 must be stated inthe test certificate.

4. Reference documents'.
4SBV MFI1023

Material specificationr STM ,528 steel

SBV MF2002

Productpgeneral -technical specification low-alloy stell forgings for comiiponents Of
ýwelded rotors for steam turbines

SBV'MF2004

Particu.lar technical specification of part - Low-alloy steel forgings' for ddmop•nents of welded rotors for steam turbines

SBV MF2001

Product ge.neral.tec.hnical spe.cification lIw-alloy'steel forgings for monobloc rotors for'steam turbines

SBV IF2005

Particular technical, specification of part - Low-alloy steel forgings for steam. turbine welded rotors: service temperature below 300°C
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Determination.of'KIC cc: !to Begley and 'Logsdon.
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Scope
Kic acc. to
Theseinst(rciOnS specify the: procedure: and evaluation Of the measdUremenits'for dete mrmingin
Begley and: Logsdon; they apply, when this meth6d'o is explicitly requiredo in the technical instructions, .the
test plan or the order:
S

2!

Purpose and Application,
The method cc to• Begley a.nd'Logsdon is used to evaluate the fracture mechanics of'fo rgifgs'
-;It,has !been proved that the real Kic, curves (ASTM E 399-81) as a function' oft'temperature can be
estimated on the basis of tensileand inpact tests.

3

Pirocedurel
I3. Fundamentals oftheIM1ethod

'.

Begiey and Logsdon compared numerous. Kic values in function of temperature with empiric formulas and
'found out that the Kic value corresponding to FATT 95' (95% brittle fractUre, i e. in the lowshelf'of the
enbrgy absorbed temperature curVe) is proportional to the 0,2% yield~strength (Rp0 2 ) at FAT 95
-temperature:

Kic

=

(Ki.

0,071:7 ROO02
given in Mpa .r

if R ,0 2 in MPa)

(1)

strength (Rp2).
The value at FAMT 95 is taken fbr the 0,2% yield
io'Kicfbr-a:tempedrature FATT S(5% 'brittle fracture, i: e injthe high shelf of the energy absorbed
The vaýlue
temperature curve) is obtained by the equation
(" .. ..

Kid

m?

0

1/2:

5
4

1 0' $A

(Kic in Mpa fl,

R

02

I
000635
.-.

(2)

in Mpa, A, in J)

The values at FATT 5 are taken for the, 0,2% yield strength (RpO 2 ) and the enegy absorbed (Av).
The mean value of the valuesdestablished for FATT 5' and FATT 95 is KIc at:FATT 50M
The develbomeptn.f K,, as a function of material temperature can be estimated by drawing a curve
through;the-three. points FATT 5 /50 195; see~figure.
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FrnatumetoL•ghnessjIC (BL) in Mpa

FATT 95

1! HZLM, 620206,

,f

FATT 0. FATT 5

Testtemperatui- T (TC)

The letters "BL."muSt be, added to:distinguish between fracture tOughnessvialues calculated: acc.'to Begley and
Logsdon and values detbimi-ed byfractu-e rmechani• tests,.

3.2

iMeasiurement,

3.2.1
1 Specimens
Normal ISOýV'specimens,(EN 10045-1)' r CharpyýV specimens!(ASTM E 23) are used for the notched bar,
impact tests and round, short proportional barsi (EN 10002-1 and ASTM ;E8) for the tensile tests.
-"__ 3.2.2

Notched Bar Impact Test
The brittle fracture surface-teiperature curvoe rom 0% to 1'00%/o brittle fracture is',obtained by making three•
tests, at each ýof the seven adequately chosen temperatures (the first three tests are usually carded out at
room temperature).
The test temperatures :shbuld: be such that the val[Ues 'to tbe determined are obtained, by interPolation andý
not extrapolation. Hence; follows:,
FATT 5(temperaturewat .5% bdttle fractue,;in the hihsth-eIf)
FATT '50. (temPerature~at 50% brittle fracture, in the-transition zone)
FATT 95 (tenrprrature;af 95% bittle fradture n the low shelf)

o •o

The energy absorbed-temperature curve shOws
Av5
Ao
A.ý

(energy~absorbed at FATT S temperature).
(energy absorbed at FATT 50 temperature)
(energy absorbed at FATT 95 temperature)

The! arithmetic mean value of the threeltests made at one teniperature is the Value of the energy absorbed.
3.2I Tensile' Tests
The tensile tests with extensometer iare: caried ,out to determine the 0,2% yield strength at FATT 5 and
FATT: 95 temperature.
3.3

Evaluation forKic ( BL)
a), acc. to equation (1')', thefracture toughness at FATT 95 is calculated 'using the value R'p0•2;(at FATT 95).
b), acc. to equation (2), 'the fracture toughness at FATT ;5 is calculated using the values R,!0;2 (at FATT 5)
and Av (at. FATT 5).

ABB

elln

Re'I~n

HZLM 620269O

3

,c) thefractUretoUghneassat FATT 50 is'determined~as the mean valuesbof a)andib).
,d) ihwaccordance with 3.1, the curve

Ki,(B9) =,f (TT)1
is obta ied by draving a curve throughthe three values.

4.

Test.,certificate
The• certific.ter must.specify the followingrparticulars:
-PSitiontoifthe tensile-.and notched bar impact test specimiens ini the test piece or diaingrnumber
-Results of the notched bar impaittests as.
a) brittle fracture surface-temperature curve showing all 21 values

[b)energy absrbed-termperature curve showing all 21 measured values
Energy absorbed Avs,, A~v5o,
-

A0 5 ( J ) and temperatures FATT'5, FAT.50

FAYT 95 (0C)

Result of the tensile tests at FATT 5 and FATT 95
(R-o 2 , Rm, Z,•)
Fracture toughness-.temperature curve including FATT 5 and FATT 95&with the calculated
-values Kcf (BL) at FATT 5/501 95-in Mpa N.M.
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Inspection for internal defects - Ultrasonic examinationl

Scope and time of examination

I

The ultrasonic examination shal take :place at the following stages:
a). Before the, quality 'heat treatment
heat treatmeht at a stage of the final machiring such that it should allow anquality
bY. After
other the
quality
heat treatment When the: measured permeability is inadequate
This inspection shall allow to specify which defects are acceptable' before thequality heat treatment
and: verifyihat sti:h defects have not evolved in the course of the, heat treatment.
The inspeciion, shall be carried out in conformance with, IBA R22405 The entire volume of-the part,
shall be examineld with longitudinal waves.
The eextenrt of the inspection for stage (a)is as follows:
For
o- fbrgings, used for HP part of HIP rotors:
Specified ,inAttachment:6 to this document
-

'For forgings, usefforIP part of HIP' rotors or for LPr rotors:
item 1lof attachment i to this'doCumtnet
Discs:
item 1 and 2 0ofattachment 2' to this documeht
Shaft ends without integral Tdisc:
item 1'and 2 of attachment 3 to; this document,'
Shaft ends with, integral disc:
item 1 of attachment,4 to this document
Rihgs.-.
For stage (b)the extent of inspection is, as follows:
-

For foigifins-, Use, for HP part-ofHiP:rofors:
Only the inspectibh corresponding to item 1 in attachment 6 toý this document shall be perfoirmed r Any defective regioný (containing one or more indications exceeding the .reporting
limits) detected iduring stage.,a) examinations. shall undergo 'a further examination to. check'
the evolution of indications.
For forgingsý ;use for IP part~of'HIP trotors or for 1P rotors:
All of attachment. I to
Discs:
All of attachmrent.2, to
-• Shaft ends withoutintegral disc.
AllIofattachment,'3 to
Shaft endS with integral disc
Alliof attachment 4to
Rings:
-

this document
this document
this document
this' document

Note: at stage (a) the supplier may, supplement this inspection with orderý probing if he deems 'it necessary.
Ce document, prop _tO exclusive de note Sociatl, est'strictement cohfidentieL. IlnbOp tuti'te .cmomuniqu6;, opioioreproduit,sassonbutO"riation6chte. © ALSTOM 2007
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Evaluation of indications,

2

The indicatioris shall becharacterized in accordance with IBA R224m05

Reporting' threshold and criteria

3

:Reporting thresohold'

3.1

The following shall be reported:Any area showing a reductionh in the back echo amplitude exceeding 6 zdB,

-

Any indication of relecting capacity greater than' or equalto the reporting' threshold for the
rmaximum severity class corresponding to. the area in which the indicatib6n' is located.

-

The acceptance classes are given in table No1.
For forgings used for HP Part of HIP rotors,, the diagrams 'showing, maximum SeVerity acceptance
classes by area are given in attachment N°7 to this document.
For forgings. used for IPpart. of HIP rotors.or for LP rotors, the diagrams showing maximum severit
acceptance classes by, area are given in: attachment N5 to this document.
Note:.- For eixamrihation at; stagea) corresponding to prfobing in 'axial direction of item •1 of attachment 3 to, this document, the.
probing sensitivity must enable detection of a defect with' an .equivalent diameter of 1,6 mm
at a depth equal to the.disc.thickness.
ib) corresponding to item 3 ofattachment.2to this:document, and items 1 and 3 of attachme.nt 3
tothis document; the probing sensitivity must enable detection . f a defect with an equivalent
diametervof 1.;6 mm at a d•pth equallto the maiximum radiusof'the part.

Criteria

132

The following shall be unacceptable:
-

Any reduction 'in back echo amplitude exJceeding 6 dB

-

Any. inear indication

-

Any? ihdidaioh eic6ediing the acceptance criteria for the class of the area in whichjthe ndi-,
,cation is Iodated'.

The acceptance classes are givený in Table N01.
The diagrams; showing the maximum severity acceptance classes 'are given in attachment N*5 to this.
document.
Oxeditng ".the acceptance criteria for the maximUm ,severity 'class of the, area.
If one, or: mofre iii
iterpretati-h of the. defect fap shaI be Subjected to a. detailed' examination
cohsided a're decte
,by the forging shop,, the manufacturer and the fiain contractor.

• 4.)Im
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Reference documents

'SBV'MF 2004
SBV MF2005
IBA.R22405

0compoParticular technical' specification of part - Low-alloy steel forgings -for
turbines
nents of welded rotors for steam
Particular-tecinical specification of, pat,- Low-alloy steel forgihgs§for steam tur0
bihe welded rbtors8srvice temperature below' 300 C

Inspection methodS

-

Ultrasonic examination of forgings

M
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TABLE N0 1
DEFINITION OF ACCEPTANCECLASSES

Class

Reporting

Isolated

thresholds
maxO (mfnramm

indications
maxk 0,( rnmm)

0,5
j

S1

Grouped
indications
fmax 0;( mm)

Clustered
indications
i'n')
max:A,;

1

0,7

0,5

2.

1,5

1

2.

1,6

3

2

'0

1,6

3

1

1,6

5

1

M
.
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ATTACHMENT 1
'Ultrasonic insbection of discs
Forainas for LP rotors

Probing method

Inspection - directibn of probing

Itemr

Straight bqeam

2-.

2

L

.attachment

.zone

Weld
faces

4
44Sue

-

Straight .beam.

-

Angle probes

Transverse

wave
(Angles between 450,and 700)

-SE.probe

ALSTOM7,_'Lr.

ETL-EP-MAT 07-005.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Ultrasonic insoection of shaft ends
Fbrqin!Qs for LP troors

Item.i

PrObing method

Inspection ý- direction of
probing

1"

-

Straight beam

- Angle probes

-

Transverse,

wave
2
."
-

3

4

L,-

'Refraction angles chosen to
suit geometry
i(in prihciple 450 and 60°)

-Straight

-.-

beam

S.E. probe

0
Note ý;ithe examination corresponding to0 item N 2 shall be carried out, only' in case of shaft ends where
the ba"ancing disc is obtained ,by Upsetting.
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ATTACHMENT 3
UltrasonIic inspection ,of shaft ends, with integral, disc
Foraqi'nas for LP rotors

Probing method

RmIn~pecti~on'-.•direiction: of

probing

1

-

-

2-

'

Straight beam:

Angle probes -Transverse
Wave

Refraction angles chosen. to

2suit geometry

(in principleA45 0 an~d 600)

Straight bea,.

3--

,4,•

5

S

:,-S.E,

- Transverse
Ange probes
w
zowave
zone.(angles between 450 and 700)

h blade
~attach'ment

probe

'Note,: the examination :corresponding to item NW2 shall be carriedout •o6hly in caseof shaftends where,
the balancing discisobtairned by upsetting..
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ATTACHMENT 4
Ultrasonic examination of rinas
Forainas for LP rotors

Item

Probing method

Aenprobing ijnspection- direction of

1."

-

Straight beam

beam

i-Straigt.t

2

3

*

Weld
faces;

'-S:E.

rO6bei
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ATTACHMENT 5
Ultrasonic examirnation.
LP rotor

TE(IEND:
ClasscC.:

Btadc attachmemntr a.~a f~icit :is Specified on in,•pe¢CiO'n•

drawing cited in the purchase order.
.•

*
*

::&31Classe S:

,(W'.ld faces), 30 mm dccp area adjacnnto thc-dcsippatcd
frot face.

(lj} haf, cnd witivinIcgral disc
(2)-,Shaft: end without;iintieral di's
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ATTACHMENT 6
Fobrincs for HIP rotors
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.
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ATTACHMENT 7
HIP rotor
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